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ABSTRACT
Translocation of Acropora cervicornis across geographic regions: Investigating species
recovery and restoration
This thesis is the first known study to relocate Acropora cervicornis across multiple
regions of the Florida Reef Tract. Since 2006, A. cervicornis has been listed as a
threatened coral species under the U.S. Endangered Species Act. In response, restoration
efforts utilizing coral nursery methods have been implemented throughout the Caribbean.
The primary objective of this research was to determine the response of A. cervicornis
colonies to being relocated between two coral nurseries separated by approximately
150km along the Florida Reef Tract. To accomplish this, a reciprocal transport was
conducted between coral fragments with known genotypes from Broward County and
Monroe County, Florida. A subset of coral ramets (fragments of a single genotype) was
removed from the nursery of origin and relocated to the opposing coral nursery, while the
remaining ramets stayed in their original nursery to serve as controls. Following
transplant, both relocated and non-relocated corals were monitored for 14 months and
survivorship, growth rates, branching frequency, and coral condition data were collected.
In addition, tissue samples were collected twice during the monitoring period to
determine zooxanthellae densities. Reaction norms were used to predict the responses of
each measured variable for each genotype in response to being relocated. Relocated coral
colonies from both nurseries exhibited equal or greater survivorship than the nonrelocated corals from their original nursery. Growth rates, branching frequency, and
zooxanthellae densities were highest in the corals that were previously in or relocated to
Broward County. Within each nursery, relocated and non-relocated corals were not
significantly different in any of the measured parameters. Throughout the study period,
there were no signs of disease, bleaching, or predation on any of the corals. These
findings demonstrate that A. cervicornis colonies can be successfully relocated across
regions of the Florida Reef Tract suggesting that colonies throughout the FRT may be
used

for

collaborative

restoration

efforts.

Reaction

norm

analysis

indicated

phenotypically plastic responses in each growth parameter with some instances of
genotype-by-environment interactions. Finally, these results suggest the need for
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additional research to investigate regional differences in A. cervicornis populations for
proper management and restoration approaches.

Keywords: Reciprocal Transplant, Acropora cervicornis, Reaction Norm, Phenotypic
Plasticity, Coral Restoration
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background on Coral Reefs
Coral reefs are among the most unique and essential ecosystems on the planet,

and corals are often referred to as ecological-engineers, creating calcareous threedimensional oases which provides an immeasurable amount of biological, sociological,
and economic value. These complex structures harbor a large diversity of inhabitants that
contribute to the coral reef ecosystem (Hughes et al. 2010). While covering only 1% of
the seafloor, they provide habitat for over 25% of all known fish species (Samoilys et al.
2007; Camargo et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 2010). Coral reefs nearly 10% of the total fish
consumed by humans, and it is estimated that coral reef ecosystems generate over $100
billion U.S. dollars for fisheries around the world (Camargo et al. 2009; Hughes et al.
2010). The global value of the goods and services provided by coral reefs has been
estimated at $375 billion/year (Edwards and Gomez 2007). More specifically, Caribbean
reefs have been valued between $100,000 and $600,000km−2, generating approximately
$3.1–$4.6 billion annually through food production from fisheries, tourism and
recreation, and shoreline protection (Burke and Maidens 2004). In many emerging
nations, coral reefs are the primary provider of food and income, creating an irreplaceable
resource. Tourism has flourished in locations where coral reefs are prevalent thus
enhancing the local income and stimulating the global economy (Camargo et al. 2009).
While it is evident that coral reefs provide exceptional benefits for humans, coral
cover continues to decline at alarming rates worldwide with particularly acute losses in
the Caribbean (Bruno and Selig 2007; Van Woesik 2009). A broad-scale study conducted
by Gardner et al. (2003) described a 50% decline in live coral cover throughout the
Caribbean over a period of three decades. These findings are consistently similar to the
results documented in more recent Caribbean-wide studies (Bruno and Selig 2007;
Edmunds and Elahi 2007; Carpenter et al. 2008; Perry et al. 2013). There are numerous
local and global stressors that have led the coral reef decline and continue to exacerbate
the loss of stony corals including diseases, thermal induced bleaching, natural disasters,
excessive predation, increased algal growth, ship groundings and amplified sedimentation
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(Williams and Miller 2005).

Many of these detrimental events are believed to be

correlated with a range of anthropogenic influences (Table 1).
At the end of the 20th century, it was estimated that as much as 70% of the
world’s coral reefs were directly threatened by human activities (Hughes et al. 2003;
Wilkinson 2004) and are arguably one of the world’s most heavily impacted marine
ecosystems (Halpern at al. 2008). While coral reefs are exhibiting undisputed global
decline, some researchers have predicted that coral reefs will undergo phase shifts in
biota rather than disappear completely (Hughes et al. 2010). As a result, there has been
an increased interest in understanding the responses of biota to climate change
predictions.

Table 1. Examples of common local and global stressors currently affecting coral reefs.
Local Stressors
Global Stressors
 Eutrophication
 Increased Sea Surface Temperatures


Disease



Increased Disease Occurrences



Sedimentation



Ocean Acidification



Hurricanes



Coastal/Marine Construction



Low Genetic Diversity



Decreased larval recruitment

Loya et al. (2001) documented that some coral species have greater survival
following a thermally induced bleaching event. More recently, Edmunds et al. (2014)
predicted that certain coral taxa will respond differently to the projected climate changes,
concluding that coral reefs may persist as a subset of the present coral fauna.
Understanding why certain regions or coral species persist and which ones are more
resilient may be essential for the future of coral reefs (Hueghes et al. 2010; Cheal et al.
2013; Graham 2013).
Generally, resilience is referred to as the ability of an ecosystem to return to its
previous state following a disturbance (Cheal et al. 2013). Resiliency can influence the
rate at which coral reefs may recover from local and global stress events. Coral reef
resiliency can vary spatially between regions. Coral taxa with increased resilience are
2

predicted to persist throughout the predicted climate changes and environmental changes
(Cheal et al. 2013; Graham 2013; Edmunds et al. 2014). The resiliency of a coral reef is
often reflected in the response of the coral reef to local environmental changes such as
increased sedimentation and excess nutrients from runoff, increased frequency and
severity of storm events and over fishing pressures (Bellwood et al. 2004). The resiliency
of any particular coral reef is often interconnected to a combination of mechanisms
including the phenotypic plasticity, acclimation, or adaptation capabilities of the coral
species (Alpert and Simms 2002; Edmunds 2007). More recently, research has focused
on better understanding these mechanisms in an attempt to predict the resilience and
response of a coral reef to the anticipated climate changes.
Adaptation is a response that occurs genetically, generally occurring over multiple
generations and may occur as a response to a reoccurring or consistent environmental
pressure (Nelson et al. 2007). A coral’s ability to adapt to the predicted climate changes
remains inconclusive (Baskett et al. 2010). It is often stated that corals have exhausted
their capacity to adapt and that climate changes will occur at rates beyond the scope of
even rapid adaptation (Guest 2012). In contrast, other studies have highlighted
considerable spatial and temporal variations that currently exist within the coral taxa,
suggesting the capacity for corals to locally adapt (Walsh and Somero 1981; Done 1999,
van Woesik 2001; Edmunds et al. 2014).
Acclimatization differs from adaptation in that it describes the ability of an
organism to adjust to changes in the environment over a single generational time scale,
allowing it to maintain performance across a range of environmental conditions (Jones
and Berkelmans 2010).

Acclimatization and phenotypic plasticity can be used

interchangeably; however, phenotypic plasticity is a more technical term used to describe
the ability of a single genotype to alter or express more than one phenotype in response to
changes in the environment (Pigliucci 2005). For example, a clonal coral with a particular
genotype, in a particular environment, will respond with a certain set of characteristics,
such as growth rates. In a different environment, these growth rates may remain the same
or they may change (respond); the extent of the response is a measure of the character’s
plasticity (Bradshaw 1960).
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Phenotypic plasticity is a relatively new term to describe observations that have
been occurring for over a century (Guntrip and Sibly 1998). Since then, the role of
phenotypic plastically has been tightly wound to acclimatization and adaptation
principles. A corals ability to adapt or acclimate to changing environments can be
attributed to the phenotypically plastic traits of that coral species (Guntrip and Sibly
1998; Seebacher et al. 2012). Whether or not certain traits can evolve depends on a
genotype’s phenotypic plasticity (Guntrip and Sibly 1998; Wilson and Franklin 2003;
Merila et al. 2004). For instance, local adaptation in response to micro-environmental
differences (ecotypes) are best exploited by plastic responses (Bradshaw 1960; Done
1999; Todd 2008). It is now widely accepted that natural selection favors plasticity
(adaptive plasticity) (Merila et al. 2004; Pigliucci 2005)
The genotype’s phenotypic plasticity can be determined using reaction norm
analyses (Guntrip and Sibly 1998; Kingsolver et al. 2004; Pigliucci 2005). Thus, by
understanding the reaction norms, predictions can be made in regards to the resiliency
and response of a coral reef to environmental changes. Reaction norms depict the
phenotypic traits that will be expressed by a particular genotype over an array of
environments (Via and Lande 1985; Pigliucci 2005). The y-axis of a reaction norm plot
contains the measurable desired traits (growth, skeleton density, etc.), and the x-axis
contains a gradient of environmental changes (pH, temperature etc.) or two different
environments. Because reaction norms are dependent on the environment, it is to be
expected that variations will occur in the phenotype plasticity, acclimation and adaptation
capabilities of coral reef between regions (Sotka 2005; Seebacher et al. 2012).
A reaction norm plot may consist of multiple lines representing individual
genotypes (Figure 1). If the reaction norm results in all genotypes forming a single,
horizontal line, then there is no environmental or genetic effect (Figure 1-1). If there is a
single but not horizontal line, then there is an environmental effect but not genotype
(Figure 1-2). This results in a predictable phenotypic response for the entire population in
a known environment, regardless of genotype differences. If the lines are horizontal but
are not forming a single line, then there is a genetic effect but not an environmental
(Figure 1-3). In this case the phenotypes are predictable for a given genotype, even across
environmental gradients. If the lines are not horizontal and are not forming a single line
4

but are parallel then there is an environmental and a genetic effect (Figure 1-4). This
situation shows that each of the genotypes retain their absolute traits across different
environments even if the relative values are altered. And lastly, if the lines intersect there
is a genotype and environment effect and genotype-by-environment (GxE) interaction
(Figure 1-5). This scenario is the most complex where the expressed phenotype for each
genotype varies under different environmental conditions. Corals that contain GxE
interactions (phenotypically plastic traits) may render individuals that are more resilient
to environmental changes compared to those with fixed phenotypes (Via and Lande 1985;
Wilson and Franklin 2002; Seebacher et al. 2012, Seebacher and Franklin 2012).

Figure 1. Scenarios depicting potential outcomes of a reaction norm analyses. X, Y and Z
represent different genotypes; the “yes/no” dictate whether there is an environmental (E) or
genotype
(G)
effect
between
environments
and
the
measured
phenotype
(www.biomed/brown.edu).

Reciprocal transplant experiments have been conducted since the 1920’s and are
often used to determine the reaction norms between regions (Ayre 1985, 1995; Sotka
2005; Barshis 2010). . These experiments were predominately used in terrestrial plant
studies to determine biological responses to habitat disparity (McNeilly 1968). These
experiments have been expanded to terrestrial animals, aquatic plant and fish species, and
more recently marine invertebrates (Ayre 1985; Sotka 2005; Hays 2007). These
investigations have advanced the understanding of reaction norms, local adaptations,
phenotypic plasticity, acclimation abilities, and population and genetic structures. More
recently, reciprocal transport experiments have been utilized to investigate additional
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restoration and conservation techniques for terrestrial plants (Hufford and Mazer 2003).
Davis and Short (1997) conducted a reciprocal transport with eelgrass to determine the
possibility of relocating populations to mitigate for a port expansion project.
Few studies have conducted reciprocal transplant experiments with scleractinian
corals, (but for exceptions see Chilcoat 2004; Fogarty 2012) and even fewer have done so
with direct intentions for restoration efforts. Assisted translocation, otherwise referred to
as assisted migration, assisted colonization, or designer reefs, consist of utilizing corals
from differing geographic locations to aid in the recovery of a degraded reef system in
another location. The corals used for assisted translocations are often selected based on
previous characteristics, such as resilience towards extreme temperatures or disease
susceptibility (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2008; Coles and Riegl 2013; Mascarelli 2014).
Reciprocal transplant projects, such as assisted translocations, may often lead to
increased genetic variation in the population as a result of using individuals from
differing locations and provide insight into how different genotypes respond to various
environments.
The vast majority of reciprocal transplant experiments involving scleractinian
corals were conducted on small spatial scales within the same region, covering scales on
the order of square meters or tens of square meters at most (reviewed in Mumby et al.
1998; Yap 2000; Dizon and Yap 2006; Fogarty 2012) and rarely exceed relocations
greater than 25km (Todd et al. 2002; Todd et al. 2004;). A very limited amount of recent
studies have performed reciprocal transplant experiments spanning larger geographic
regions (>100km) (Howells et al. 2013). Several studies have suggested the importance
of coral transplants to restore degraded or damaged coral reefs (Young et al. 2012;
Rinkevich 2014); however, most long distance assisted translocation experiments are
theoretical and there is no conclusive evidence of how transplanting corals from different
regions can restore populations separated by distances greater than 25km (Coles and
Riegl 2013).

1.2 Study Species: Acropora cervicornis
Acropora is the most abundant and diverse genera in the Pacific; however, in the
Caribbean, A. cervicornis (staghorn coral) is one of only three Acropora taxa (Isomura et
6

al. 2013). A. cervicornis is a hermatypic coral species traditionally found inhabiting forereefs five to 30 meters of depth (Goreau 1959; Neigell and Avise 1983). Shallow growth
limits are confined by wave action and deeper limits by light availability. Historically, A.
cervicornis contributed a vast portion of the coral cover in the fore reef habitat (Gilmore
and Hall 1976). A. cervicornis can be easily recognized by the distinctive shades of
yellow to brown coloration patterns and a cylindrical branching morphology. White
apical polyps can be observed on the tips of the branches indicating active linear
extension (Shinn 1966; Gilmore and Hall 1976).
Acropora cervicornis can be found as solitary colonies, intermediate masses or
large continuous patches. Inconsistencies between studies and researchers are often found
when attempting to categorize the size and density of Acropora populations. A solitary
colony is a coral that appears to have derived from one attachment point and has a
defined edge, and a patch, otherwise known as a thicket or coral stand, is a continuous
conglomerate of numerous coral colonies that has indistinguishable boundary edges. A
mass is considered to be an intermediate stage between a solitary colony and a patch and
is often made of several colonies, but unlike a patch, has a defined edge and is typically
smaller in area. The complexity of the habitat is amplified when A. cervicornis forms
large patches (Figure 2). Acropora cervicornis plays a critical role as a key structural
component of Caribbean coral reefs and is an important contributor to the complexity of
the reef environment, creating vital habitat and niche availability. The complex
morphology of A. cervicornis has been positively correlated with fish and reef organism
abundance and species richness (Luckhurst and Luckhurst 1978; Gratwicke and Speight
2005).

7

Figure 2. Acropora cervicornis as a single colony (left) and as a large continuous patch or thicket
(right). Patch formations are complex reef structures creating habitat for additional organisms.

Acropora cervicornis has the ability to reproduce either sexually or asexually.
Asexual reproduction, via fragmentation, is the primary mode of reproduction for this
species (Tunnicliffe 1981; Highsmith 1980; Herlan and Lirman 2008; Hemond and
Vollmer 2010). Fragmentation occurs when a portion of the colony is broken, often due
to physical disturbances such as wave energy. The fragment can then reattach to the
surrounding substratum and continue to grow as a new, genetically identical individual.
Asexual fragmentation is beneficial in that it increases colony abundance and live cover.
Linear tissue extension measures the amount of live tissue growth over a given period of
time (Shinn 1976; Gladfelter 1978, 1984; Forrester 2012). While rates vary between
regions, average linear extension rates are approximately 1cm a month with rapid growth
during the months of May to August; calcium carbonate deposition and thickening of
branches increases during winter months (Chilcoat 2004). The utilization of natural
processes, such as rapid tissue growth and asexual reproduction via fragmentation, make
A. cervicornis a favorable candidate for nursery restoration methods. Through asexual
fragmentation, A. cervicornis has the ability to contribute great quantities of clonal
fragments to a localized area; however, in doing so, this process runs the risk of
decreasing genetic diversity by forming monotypic patches where the coral density may
be high but the genetic variability would be low or even non-existent (Kojis and Quinn,
1994).
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In addition to asexual reproduction, A. cervicornis reproduces sexually through
broadcast spawning. Gametes bundles are released into the water column during an
annual synchronized mass spawning event typically two to six days after the full moon in
July or August (Vargas-Angel and Thomas 2002; Fogarty et al. 2012). A decline in A.
cervicornis abundance has led to reduced successful sexual fertilization and connectivity
through an increased distance between neighboring populations, leading to diminished
sperm concentrations during spawning events. Areas that do contain high density patches
and greater sperm concentrations have been suggested to be genetically monotypic
(Walker et al. 2012). Thus, to ensure successful fertilization, multiple genets, or high
genetic variability, must be present in a localized reef location or a spatially connected
reef system (Vollmer and Kline 2008; Hemond and Vollmer 2010). In the event that a
viable egg and sperm is fertilized, larvae are faced with additional obstacles such as
finding a suitable substrate to settle on (Ritson-Williams et al. 2010).
Sexual reproduction is critical to produce dispersing larvae and increased genetic
variability (Hemond and Vollmer 2010). Although A. cervicornis relies heavily on
asexual fragmentation, increasing successful sexual fertilization events is likely essential
to the continued existence of the species (Szmant, 1986). Currently A. cervicornis
populations exhibit 1) reduced genetic diversity, 2) lack of sexual reproduction, 3) limited
connectivity, and 4) diminishing populations, all of which inhibit the ability of A.
cervicornis to create flourishing, self-sustainable populations, making the future
existence of A. cervicornis still unknown (Hemond and Vollmer 2010).
Acropora cervicornis is among the many coral species to exhibit dramatic
population decline throughout the Caribbean (Figure 3) (Hemond and Vollmer 2010;
Miller et al. 2002). Historically, A. cervicornis deposits in Pleistocene and Holocene
Caribbean reefs show a robust presence, with some records showing uninterrupted
deposition spanning thousands of years (Greenstein et al. 1996, 1998; Greer et al. 2009).
However, since the 1970’s there have been recorded losses of up to 98% of Acropora
species live tissue coverage throughout the Caribbean (Greenstein et al. 1998; Aronson and
Precht 2001; Miller et al. 2002a; Acropora Biological Review Team 2005). Prior to the

1970’s, A. cervicornis populations accounted for more than 30-50% of the total coral
cover to a depth of 20m in much of the Caribbean (Goreau 1959; Aronson et al. 2002;
9

Gardner et al. 2003; Purkis 2006). However, several locations that were once dominated
by expansive thickets have now disappeared completely or have declined drastically
(Pandolfi 2002; Pandolfi and Jackson 2006). It has been suggested that the decline is due
to the compilation of rapidly occurring local and global stressors (Van Woesik 2009;
Hughes et al. 2010). Greenstein (1998) compared historical and modern fossil records
from a Pleistocene Bahamian reef and determined that the coral reefs were once
predominately composed of A. cervicornis; whereas, samples from the last few decades
showed a drastic reduction of A. cervicornis thickets throughout all of the Bahamian
reefs.

Figure 3. Examples throughout the Caribbean depicting the percent loss of Acropora cervicornis
(green squares) cover from 1975 to 2005 (Acropora Biological Review Team 2005).

Currently, there are a few isolated locations of relatively healthy A. cervicornis
populations throughout the Caribbean where the rate of decline has been less dramatic. In
2005, an unexpected high density patch was reported southwest of Roatan, Bay Islands,
Honduras where A. cervicornis was found to cover 52 acres at one reef site (Keck et al.
2005). In fact, more recent research has revealed the potential recovery of A. cervicornis
populations in portions of the Dry Tortugas National Park (Lidz 2012; Walker 2012).
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The future existence of the Acropora species remains questionable as the current
populations throughout these regions continue to exhibit decline with little to no recovery
(Aronson and Precht 2001; Zubillaga et al. 2008; Hemond and Vollmer 2010). Such a
loss could result in major alterations in key reef function and structural components. In
response, A. cervicornis was listed as a threatened coral species under the United States
Endangered Species Act in 2006 (71 Federal Register 26852, May 9, 2006) and in 2013
was unsuccessfully petitioned to be up-listed to an endangered species (79 Federal
Register 53852, September 10, 2014). Because of the numerous threats to the survival
and persistence of A. cervicornis, restoration projects have been implemented throughout
regions where it naturally occurs.
1.22 Restoration Practices
In response to the global decline in coral reefs, restoration efforts are being
implemented to minimize the degradation progress. Several methods have been explored
in an effort to create an “active” management approach for coral reef restoration
throughout the world. These techniques include the propagation, fragmentation, and
transplantation of various coral species in offshore and/or land-based nursery settings
(Soong and Chen 2003; Lirman et al. 2011).
A number of techniques have been utilized for restoring degraded or injured coral
reef systems. Many of these techniques are similar or have been modeled after restoration
activities in other ecosystems such as wetlands (Zedler 2000), saltmarshes (Laegdsgaard
2006), oyster reefs (Coen and Luckenbach 2000; Coen et al. 2007), mangroves (Field
1999; Lewis 2005), and seagrasses (Thorhaug 1986). Understanding the outcomes from
restoration projects throughout other habitats may be beneficial for the restoration of
coral reefs. For instance, Harwell et al. (2011) determined that multiple, small-scale
restored oyster reefs provide similar habitat availability for epibenthic organisms as a
single, large restored oyster reef. These results could be directly useful for coral reef
restoration that also have associated epibenthic organisms that may be impacted through
restoration activities.
One commonly used coral restoration method is coral gardening via coral
nurseries (Rinkevich 1995; Bowden-Kerby 1997; Epstein et al. 2003; Shafir et al. 2006;
Shafir and Rinkevich 2008; Shaish et al. 2008). Stakeholders including federal and local
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governments, non-governmental organizations, and not-for-profits have begun to utilize
corals nurseries throughout the Caribbean (Figure 4). While the “coral gardening”
methodology is used widely throughout the Caribbean, adaptive and flexible techniques
are necessary due to the variability between regions and environmental conditions.
Because of this, there is a pressing need to formulate, evaluate, and disseminate effective
and cost-efficient methodologies and management strategies to interested stakeholders
(Young et al 2012).
Research has been conducted to evaluate the most effective methods for coral
gardening and restoration; however, much of the research remains unpublished. In
general, methods exploring various colony or fragment attachment platforms, optimal
size, genotype, seasonality impacts, outplanting site selection and cost efficiency have all
been investigated to determine variations in survival rates, growth parameters, fecundity,
and ecological contributions. For example, in Florida, it was determined that fragments
grown on floating platforms have faster growth rates in comparison to those grown on
fixed platforms (Ostroff 2012).
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Figure 4. Map of the Caribbean, western Atlantic, and Gulf of Mexico with the location of
Acropora restoration activities many of which are associated with an established coral nursery
(Young et al 2012).

Two basic rearing designs have been developed and are widely used in the
majority of the coral nurseries throughout the Caribbean (Figure 5). Fixed-to-the-bottom
platform nurseries were first used in Caribbean coral nurseries. These nurseries permitted
stable platforms where corals could be left to grow large with minimal maintenance.
Floating or mid-water nurseries are becoming more popular for nursery managers as they
are often cost effective, capable of holding large quantities of fragments, and have
fragment growth rates faster in comparison to fixed-to-the-bottom platforms (Ostroff
2012; Nedimyer pers. comm. 2012). Many fixed-to-the-bottom and floating nursery
design have been explored and adapted to fit the needs and requirements of each coral
nursery (Shafir et al. 2006; Berzins et al. 2008; Omori 2008; Ostroff 2012). Methods,
research interests, and resources often vary between each nursery; however, the
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overarching objective remains constant in that each nursery aims to efficiently and
effectively grow corals to be outplanted to the natural reef environment.

Figure 5. Various methods for growing coral fragments in a coral nursery. Fixed-to-the bottom
(Left) and mid-water floating (middle and right) structures.

Acroporid and other branching coral species are generally the most common
candidates used in coral nurseries due to their ability to be fragmented asexually and their
rapid growth rates (Soong and Chen 2003). Nurseries generally begin with the collection
of fragments typically collected or “pruned” from relatively healthy coral colonies in the
wild (Lirman et al. 2011).

Fragments are then transported and reared in specifically designed off-shore
and/or land-based nurseries (Figure 6). Here the fragments may be attached to a structure
using a variety of adhesive techniques (Soong and Chen 2003).
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Figure 6. Schematic illustrating Acropora cervicornis restoration and coral nurseries. Small
sections of natural donor colonies are grown into larger colonies in the nurseries. These colonies
are first fragmented to expand the nursery and then used to create additional generations for
outplanting colonies to the reef.

Fragments may be attached to fixed-to-the-bottom structures using marine epoxy
or zip ties or attached to floating structures with wire or monofilament line. Research is
currently being conducted to determine the most efficient attachment and rearing
procedures. Once the fragment has reached a suitable size (generally > 3-5 cm), the coral
can then be fragmented to produce additional generations within the nursery to build
stock or transplanted to an outplant reef location (Lirman et al. 2011). Through this
process, restoration programs have been able to utilize minimal amounts of tissue from
natural populations to significantly increase the available tissue for restoration activities
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. A schematic illustrating how the fragmentation process can produce multiple fragments
from very little starting product (Johnson et al. 2011).

Coral nursery methodology has proven to be a viable tool for growing A.
cervicornis fragments throughout the Caribbean (Johnson 2011). Even so, much remains
unknown in regards to the impact and use of coral nurseries in the recovery of Acropora
species populations. Until now, restoration efforts have been managed regionally,
primarily focusing on a specific designated location. Young et al. (2012) documented
over 60 Acropora restoration projects taking place in at least 14 Caribbean countries and
island nations. With such an immense amount of effort being contributed to one overall
objective, restoration programs must now reach beyond the traditional methods and begin
to investigate innovative restoration strategies that promote collaborative management
and unified objectives across multiple regions of the Caribbean. In light of predicted
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climate changes, further information is needed to fully understand the response of
Acropora species under changing environmental fluctuations. Identifying highly resilient
populations and producing innovative restoration methods may be necessary for the
future conservation of the Acropora spp.

2.0 RATIONALE AND HYPOTHESIS
Rationale
This study performed a reciprocal translocation between two geographically
separated A. cervicornis coral nurseries in Broward County and Monroe County. The
objectives were to 1) investigate the response of A. cervicornis nursery genotypes to
relocation at another environment within the FRT, and 2) understand how these
genotypes respond to relocation will be useful for species recovery and restoration.

Sexual fertilization and population recovery may be enhanced with greater genetic
diversity (Fant et al 2008; Baums 2008 and 2010); therefore, restoration efforts should
utilize many genotypes. Until now, only local genotypes were used to restore the local
reef sites. Relocating coral colonies between Broward County and Monroe County
creates the opportunity to utilize genotypes across different regions of the FRT for
restoration. By understanding the regional differences in A. cervicornis and their ability
to acclimate to changing environments, restoration efforts will be able to expand beyond
their region of origin, creating dynamic management opportunities.

Hypothesis
This study included two treatment groups: non-relocated (NR) colonies and
relocated (R) colonies from two locations, Broward County nursery and Monroe County
nursery. Each location contained four known genotypes. For each treatment group,
location and genotype, data were collected on four response variables: survival, growth,
condition and zooxanthellae densities.
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Ho: There will be no significant difference in response variables among genotypes
between the non-relocated and relocated colonies within or between each nursery
location.

Ho1: There will be a significant difference in the response variables among genotypes
between the non-relocated and the relocated colonies within and between each nursery
location.
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3.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Study Sites
Acropora cervicornis is found sporadically throughout the entire Florida Reef
Tract (FRT). The FRT is considered a high latitude reef system extending north into
Martin County and continuing south to the Dry Tortugas in Monroe County. The
southern region of the FRT that extends through Monroe County has been referred to as
the Florida Keys Reef Tract. The region of the FRT extending north from Miami-Dade
County to Palm Beach County has been referred to as the Southeast Florida Continental
Reef Tract (Riegl and Gilliam 2013) (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Geographic range of the Florida Reef Tract. From Palm Beach County to Miami-Dade
County the system is referred to as the Southeast Florida Continental Reef Tract (red) and the
southern region of the FRT in Monroe County is referred to as the Florida Keys Reef Tract
(green) (Riegl and Gilliam 2013).

Although A. cervicornis populations have drastically declined throughout the
Caribbean, high density patches or thickets continue to persist in the northern region of
the FRT offshore Broward County (Vargas-Angel et al. 2003, 2006; Walker et al. 2012).
Gilliam et al. (2004) reported sites with as much as 34% A. cervicornis cover. In addition,
intermediate masses and solitary colonies are abundant and commonly found throughout
the majority of the nearshore environment in Broward County (D’Antonio 2013). Monroe
County appears to have few, if any, large patch formations and instead consists of small
masses or solitary colonies found sporadically at much lower densities (Vargas-Angel et
al. 2003; Miller et al. 2008). The variation between regions suggests that 1) the
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environmental pressures are different between the two regions, and 2) the coral’s
biological or physiological responses to environmental pressures vary between the two
regions. For instance, in 2010, A. cervicornis colonies in Broward County showed
significantly less mortality following a cold-water event in comparison to colonies
throughout the Florida Keys (Schopmeyer 2011). The response appears to vary between
regions. Because these corals appear to respond differently to environmental differences,
it may also be suggested that colonies in differing regions have different adaptation or
acclimation abilities.

The two regions of the FRT are connected by the northward flowing Gulfstream
and its countercurrents and eddies (Riegl and Gilliam 2013). Studies by Richards and
Sponaugle (2009) and DeBiasse et al. (2010) both demonstrated genetic connectivity in
reef organisms along the entire FRT, indicating that all regions along the FRT have the
capability of being both recipients and providers of genetic material. Additional A.
cervicornis research has suggested that populations separated by less than 500 km have
active gene flow (Baums et al. 2005; Vollmer and Palumbi 2007). More recent research
by Baums et al. (2010) suggests that A. cervicornis colonies found throughout the FRT
are genetically one population (Hemond and Vollmer 2010). Even so, there is no
supporting evidence that A. cervicornis is responding biologically similarly along the
entire FRT. Increasing population abundance, connectivity, and genetic diversity
throughout the FRT may be vital to increase local recruitment and successful sexual
recruitment. Local restoration efforts are currently being used in an effort to enhance
population recovery. Two coral nurseries along the Florida Reef Tract (FRT) were used
as experimental locations. The Nova Southeastern University Oceanographic Center
(NSUOC) coral nursery is located in Broward County, Florida and the Coral Restoration
Foundation (CRF) coral nursery is located in Monroe County, Florida (Figure 9). The
sites are separated by approximately 150km.
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Figure 9. This map shows the two nursery locations. The NSUOC nursery (blue box) is located in
Broward County north of the CRF nursery (red box) which is located in Monroe County
(reefresilience.org).

3.11 Broward County: Nova Southeastern University Oceanographic Center Coral
Nursery
The NSUOC coral nursery is the northern-most nursery along the FRT, and A.
cervicornis nursery fragments are grown on fixed platform structures, PVC arrays, and
floating line nurseries. It was established in 2009 and is approximately 1km offshore (2
07 72’ N, 0 0 . 22’ W) Broward County, Florida. This region is heavily impacted by
coastal construction, beach re-nourishment, port development, terrestrial runoff, and
recreational use and has a permanent population of over 1.8 million residents
(www.stateofflorida.com). At a depth of approximately 8 m, the nursery is located on
substrate which is predominately course sand and rubble within the nearshore ridge
complex habitat. The nearshore ridge complex is characterized by a limestone platform
consisting of lithified Pleistocene Anastasia Formation (shelly sands) (Walker et al. 2008;
Riegl and Gilliam 2013).
3.12 Monroe County: Coral Restoration Foundation Coral Nursery
The CRF nursery was established in 2001 in the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary (FKNMS) and is located (2

.933’N, 0 0 .79 ’ W) approximately 5 km
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offshore Tavernier in the upper keys of Monroe County, Florida. This region is primarily
residential with a population of 2,136 permanent residents (www.stateofflorida.com). The
vast majority of development is to the south in Islamorada (population 6,119) and north
in Key Largo (population 10,433).The CRF nursery is in approximately 9-10 m of water
with a substrate consisting of sand and silt and is located inshore of the reef and relies
almost entirely on floating trees for rearing coral fragments.

3.2 Genotype Selection
Acropora cervicornis colonies in both nurseries were previously genotyped and
tracked using microsatellite DNA analyses to determine genotypic identities (Larson
2010). Tracking nursery colonies has demonstrated that there is genotype difference in
survival and growth. In the Broward County nursery, Larson (2010) was able to correlate
survival and growth characteristics with specific genotypes. Likewise, the Monroe
County nursery found similar results in genotype-specific survival and growth trends
(CRF unpublished data). Utilizing this information, four genotypes from each nursery,
eight total genotypes, displaying different nursery survival and growth rates, were
included in this study. Each genotype from each nursery represented one of the
following: 1) High Survival/Rapid Growth (HS/RG), 2) High Survival/Slow Growth
(HS/SG), 3) Low Survival/Rapid Growth (LS/RG) and 4) Low Survival/Slow Growth
(LS/SG) (Table 2). In order to delineate between fragments once established in a nursery,
a labeling system was produced to include the county origin (Broward or Monroe),
genotype (A, B, C, and D) and the individual (32 fragments/genotype).
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Table 2. Targeted genotypes from each nursery location, their corresponding growth and survival
characteristics and the identifier (RG=Rapid Growth; SG=Slow Growth; HS=High Survival;
LS=Low survival) used to label the corals in the nursery
Broward County Nursery
Genotype
Growth & Survival
Identifier
8
RG/HS
A
3
RG/LS
B
10
SG/HS
C
9
SG/LS
D
Monroe County Nursery
Genotype
Growth & Survival
Identifier
U37
RG/HS
A
U33
RG/LS
B
M1
SG/HS
C
U23
SG/LS
D

3.3 Array Construction and Installation
Four arrays, two for each nursery site, were constructed and used as the
experimental platforms (Figure 10). The arrays were constructed using ¾ inch thinwalled PVC pipes, and fittings and were secured using PVC glue. The arrays were
approximately 3.5 x 0.75 m with four rows of PVC. Legs were attached at each of the
four corners and one in the center, positioning the array approximately 0.5 m off of the
substrate. The arrays were secured to the substrate by placing meter-long rebar through
the four corners of the array. In addition, two ground anchor screw ties were positioned
next to the PVC legs on opposite sides of the array and attached using heavy duty zipties.

Figure 10. PVC arrays that were used to hold fragments during the study.
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In order to secure the fragments on the arrays, small holes were drilled through
the top of the horizontal PVC pipes approximately 3-4 cm apart. Cement pyramid-shaped
pucks were created using a 50% mixture of Portland cement and fine grain sand. The
design and mold for the pucks were provided by Ken Nedimyer and the Coral Restoration
Foundation (www.coralrestoration.org). This particular mold was used to maximize space
on the arrays and minimize puck surface area for bio-fouling. Nylon bolts were pressed
half-way into the bottom of the cement pucks while drying. After the cement had dried,
the front of the pucks were labeled with the appropriate identifiers using a permanent
marker and covered with resin. The nylon bolts on the pucks were inserted through the
pre-drilled PVC holes and secured beneath the pipes with nylon wing nuts (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Nylon screws (left image) and wingnuts (right image) used to secure the cement puck
to the array. Examples of the unique identifies are also shown (Monroe County, Genotype D,
Individuals 12 and 11).

3.4 Fragmentation
In both nurseries, fragmentation took place during April and May 2012 when
water temperatures were cooler, between 26-29°C, reducing stress from fragmentation.
Fragments (N=256 total) were clipped from the donor nursery colonies at both nurseries
using bone cutters. At each nursery, fragments (N=128/nursery) 3-4cm in length were
clipped from the four targeted genotypes such that all genotypes had the same number of
fragments (N=32/genotype/nursery) (Table 3).
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Table 3. The number of samples initially fragmented from each genotype within each nursery
location.
Growth/Survival Broward Nursery
Genotype
Monroe Nursery
RG/HS
32
8
RG/LS
32
3
SG/HS
32
10
SG/LS
32
9
RG/HS
32
U37
RG/LS
32
U33
SG/HS
32
M1
SG/LS
32
U23
Total Sample Size
128
128

The fragments were fixed vertically to corresponding labeled cement pyramid
pucks using two-part marine All Fix Epoxy©. The fragments on the pyramid pucks were
then attached to the two PVC arrays located in each of the nurseries (4 arrays in total)
using the nylon bolts and wing nuts. After fragments became secure to pucks, they are
referred to as colonies. These colonies remained in each parent nursery for approximately
one month. Mortality often occurs within two weeks of the fragmentation process
(NSUOC unpublished data). Because of this, fragments were left in their original nursery
to recover from potential fragmenting stress and to distinguish mortality that may occur
from relocation. Some mortality occurred during the recovery period, reducing the total
number of colonies available for the experiment (Table 4).
3.5 Reciprocal Translocation
In June 2012 following the recovery period, colonies were randomly assorted in
two groups at the time of fragmentation: corals to be relocated (BrowardMonroe and
MonroeBroward) and corals that would not be relocated (BrowardBroward and
MonroeMonroe). The colonies that survived the recovery period were transferred from
their original nursery location to the reciprocal nursery to serve as experimental colonies
(n=58/Broward County; n=59/Monroe County) while the rest remained in their original
nursery to serve as non-relocated controls (n=52/Broward County; n=60/Monroe County)
(Table 4).
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Table 4. The number of colonies for each genotype
study.
Broward→
Broward→
Genotype
Broward
Monroe
12
8
15
3
13
10
9
U37
U33
M1
U23
Total N

12

52

following the recovery period used for the
Monroe→
Monroe

Monroe→
Broward

13
15
14
16

58

15

16

15
15

13
15

14

16

59

60

Control colonies that began in the Broward County nursery and remained in the
Broward County nursery are referred to as the BrowardBroward group whereas
colonies that began in the Broward County nursery and were relocated to the Monroe
County nursery are referred to as the BrowardMonroe group. The same labeling system
was applied to the colonies from the Monroe County nursery (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Visual representation of the reciprocal transport between the two coral nurseries.
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During relocation each puck and colony chosen for relocation were removed from
the arrays and secured using the nylon bolts and nuts to perforated PVC trays (Figure 13).
The trays were brought to the surface and placed in coolers containing sea water from
that specific location. The colonies were kept in the coolers overnight with an air-stone
and ice in zip-lock bags. Water temperatures were checked periodically using a digital
thermometer to ensure that the temperature was staying within the typical range of the
water temperatures at the nursery sites. The following morning relocated colonies were
taken to each nursery and secured to the arrays again using the nylon bolts and nuts. The
specific location on an array for each colony, whether from a relocated or non-relocated
group, was randomly chosen in each nursery such that each array had approximately
equal representation from each group. Colonies were mapped based on their position on
the array in order to identify in the event that the identifiers on the cement puck became
indecipherable.

Figure 13. Removing colonies from an array and securing them to the tray for transportation.

3.6 Data Collection
Data collection began immediately following the reciprocal transport in June 2012
and continued monthly (14 months) until July 2013. Data could not be collected in
Monroe County during the months of November through January and June 2013 and in
Broward County during the months of February and June 2013 due to logistical
complications getting to the nursery.
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For a portion of the relocated (n=44 Broward County; n=46 Monroe County) and
non-relocated colonies (n=39 Broward County; n=45 Monroe County), in situ data were
collected and included colony survival, linear growth (also referred to as linear height),
width, branching frequency and condition (Table 5). The remaining colonies (n=27
Broward County; 28 Monroe County) tissue samples were collected to determine
zooxanthellae densities (Table 5). A single HOBO® pendant temperature and light data
logger was deployed at each nursery location in June 2012 and remained through the
completion of the study in July 2013. Average rainfall results were collected from the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) website for the
duration of the 14 month study period from the nearest city locations in proximity to the
coral nurseries.
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Table 5. The number of colonies for each genotype for which monitoring data, including survival
and growth, were collected (top) and the number of colonies of each genotype that were used to
collect tissue samples to determine zooxanthellae densities (bottom). Sample sizes were taken
from the remaining colonies that survived the initial fragmentation process.
Broward→
Broward→
Monroe→
Monroe→
Genotype
Broward
Monroe
Monroe
Broward
9
9
8
11
12
3
10
11
10
9
12
9
11
12
U37
11
10
U33
12
12
M1
11
12
U23
39
44
45
46
Total N

Broward→
Genotype Broward
8
3
10
9
U37
U33
M1
U23
Total N

Broward→
Monroe
3
4
3
3

13

Monroe→
Monroe

Monroe→
Broward

4
3
3
4

14

4
4
3
3
14

4
3
3
4
14

3.61 In situ Measurements
During each monitoring event, colony survival, size, number of branches, and
condition were recorded for all experimental colonies. Colony survival was defined by
the presence of living tissue and recorded as yes/no categorical data. Colonies with partial
mortality were still categorized as a living colony. Colony linear height and width
measurements were taken using vernier calipers and used to determine growth between
each monitoring period (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Collection of in situ colony measurements at the CRF nursery to estimate growth.

Linear height was measured from the base of the colony to the most vertical tip of
living tissue (Figure 15). Width measurements were taken between the two furthest
distances on single plane of the colony (Figure 15). All colony branches ≥1.0 cm
(excluding primary branch measured for linear height) were counted (Figure 15). Growth
rates (cm/year) were calculated over the period of the study using the relative growth rate
(RGR) equation (RGR = ((GT2-GT1)/t)*365. “GT2 and GT1” indicate colony size
measurements taken at two different time periods; “t” is the number of days between the
two size measurements, and 365 was used to standardize growth rates in cm/year.
Frequency of branching was calculated by subtracting the number branches present at the
previous monitoring period from the number of branches present during the current
monitoring period to determine the presence of new branches. This value was divided by
the number of days between the monitoring periods and multiplied by 365 to determine
the branching frequency (branches/year). Colony condition was noted and included an
estimate of percent tissue mortality and a record of the cause of mortality which included
disease (Rapid Tissue Loss [RTL] or White Band Disease [WBD] and predation
(Hermodice caranculata [fireworm] or Coralliophila abbreviate [snail]). The presence of
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paling, partial bleaching, and bleaching and the number of broken branches were also
recorded.

Figure 15. Lines indicate the locations of colony linear height (left) and width measurements
(middle), and numbers represent branch counts (right).

3.62 Zooxanthellae Density
In situ Tissue Collection
Colony tissue samples were collected from a separate subset of colonies during
two time periods: five months post-relocation (October 2012) and 10 months postrelocation (March 2013). Bone cutters were used to clip two 3-4 cm branches from each
genotype for a total of 16 samples from each nursery during each sampling period (n = 2
fragments/genotype/nursery *2 collection periods). Fragments were placed into labeled
perforated whirl pack bags and stored in a dark gear bag to prevent possible bleaching
until reaching the surface where they were transferred to a jar of Z-fix solution
(McCowan 2011). A 1:4 ratio of Z-fix to filtered seawater was used to preserve the tissue
and zooxanthellae cells.
Tissue Decalcification
Samples left in the Z-fix solution were refrigerated overnight. The following day,
a 10% HCl decalcification (decal) solution was used to dissolve the coral skeleton. The
samples were left to decalcify between 24-48 hours with periodic decal changes when
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necessary. Once the entire coral skeleton had dissolved leaving only the tissue, the
samples were removed, rinsed, and stored in 70% ethanol (ETOH) in labeled 50 ml
falcon tubes.
Samples were removed from the ETOH and carefully cut from the base of the
tissue towards the apical tip creating a flat, planar 2-dimensional sample of tissue. Two
replicate sections per genotype were cut 1-2 cm below the apical tip, creating a 1x1 cm
area. This was done to create a known surface area of tissue just below the apical tip to
avoid areas with reduced or absent zooxanthellae cells (McCowan 2011).
Zooxanthellae Density
The 1x1cm tissue sample was placed in a food processor and combined with a
known volume of de-ionized water to create a homogenized slurry. The resulting
homogenized slurry was then placed in a Neubauer Improved Tiefe Depth Profoundeur
(0.100 mm) hemocytometer in order to count the zooxanthellae cells (McCowan 2011)
and determine the zooxanthellae density (number/cm2). The homogenized slurry was
inserted into the hemocytometer using a Pasteur pipette. Ten replicates per sample were
counted to determine zooxanthellae densities. The density was determined by multiplying
the number of zooxanthellae counted in each sample (N) by the dilution factor (20 or 40
ml) and then by 104 (to account for 0.0001 ml sampled in the hemocytometer chamber).
3.7 Data Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software JMP 11©.
Data were grouped and analyzed to compare between nurseries and within nurseries.
Comparisons between nurseries included data from colonies that originated in the same
nursery with one group being the relocated while the other non-relocated (e.g.,
BrowardBroward

versus

BrowardMonroe

and

MonroeMonroe

versus

MonroeBroward). Data were grouped this way to determine any changes that may
occur from being relocated. Comparisons within nurseries included data from colonies
that were in the same nursery throughout the study (e.g., BrowardBroward versus
MonroeBroward and MonroeMonroe versus BrowardMonroe). This was to
determine if the relocated colonies from another nursery were behaving similarly to the
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non-relocated colonies in the nursery. Even after data transformation (square root and
logarithm), data did not represent a normal distribution; therefore, non-parametric tests
were used. Statistical analyses were not conducted on any of the environmental
parameters due to the limited amount of data and replicates that were available for a
meaningful statistical analysis.
Colony Survival
Results for survival were analyzed using a Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test with sample group (location), genotype and monitoring period as the
independent factors. In order to analyze survivorship as categorical data, colonies were
assigned a number value, one for alive and zero for dead. Mean percent survival was
calculated by dividing the final number of colonies that survived by the initial number of
colonies at the start of the study period.
Colony Growth
Results for both linear height and width growth rates (cm/yr) were analyzed using
Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis all pairs and joint rankings non-parametric test with sample
group (location) and genotype as the independent factors.

Colony Branching
Results for the monthly new branch counts were also analyzed using the same
Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis test with sample group (location) and genotype as the factors.

Zooxanthellae Density
Results for the zooxanthellae densities were analyzed using a Wilcoxin/KruskalWallis test with sample group (location) and genotype as the independent factors.
Zooxanthellae densities were analyzed separately based on the collection period (October
2012 and March 2013).

Reaction Norm Analysis
Reaction norm analysis were constructed by plotting the mean values for each
variable for the NR and R colonies to compare between each location. Results were
determined by comparing the slopes and intersection of the plotted lines.
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4.0 RESULTS
4.1 Comparing Across Nurseries
4.11 Broward County Colonies (BrowardBroward and BrowardMonroe)
Survival
Broward County colonies (n=83) had a mean (± SE) survival of 98±0.02% over
the 14 month study period. There was no significant difference in survival between the
non-relocated (NR) (n=39) (98±0.02%) and relocated colonies (R) (n=44) (98±0.01%)
(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 2, p-value = 0.895) (Figure 16). Significant differences
were not detected between any of the genotypes (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 2, pvalue >0.05) (Figure 17). Genotype survival ranged from 91-100% for NR corals while
the R colonies ranged between 94-100%. Because the lines of the reaction norm analyses
on average survival among ramets are horizontal and nearly on top of each other, it
further confirms that there were no environmental or genotypic influence in response to
being relocated (Figure 18).
Broward→ Broward

Broward→ Monroe

Survival (%)

100%

95%

90%

85%

80%

Figure 16. Overall mean (± SE) percent survival Broward County colonies over 14 months.
Colonies from Broward County showed no significant differences in survival in response to being
relocated (p=0.895).
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Monroe→Monroe

Monroe→Broward
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Figure 17. Mean (± SE) percent survival for BrowardBroward genotypes 8 (n=9), 3 (n=11), 10
(n=10) and 9 (n=9) and the BrowardMonroe genotypes 8 (n=9), 3 (n=12), 10 (n=11) and 9
(n=12).

Reaction Norm Analyses

average % survial among ramets

3

8

9

10
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Broward-> Broward

Broward-> Monroe
Environments

Figure 18. Reaction Norm analyses showing no genotype or environmental effects on the percent
surviel of the NR and R Broward County corals.

Growth
Broward relocated colonies had significantly lower mean (±SE) linear growth
rates (LGR) (6.06±0.42 cm/yr) than the Broward NR colonies (9.32±0.86 cm/yr)
(Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value ≤ .0001) (Figure 19A). Similarly, relocated
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mean width growth rates (WGR) (6.86±0.45 cm/yr) (Figure 19B) and branching
frequency (BF) (5.77±0.06 branches/year) (Figure 19C) were significantly lower in
comparison

to

the

NR

colonies

(WGR=12.47±0.61

cm/yr;

BF=12.92±0.10

branches/month) (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value ≤ .0001).

A)

B)

C)

Figure 19. Overall mean (± SE) growth rates (A = linear height growth and B = width growth)
and branching frequency (C) for Broward County colonies. Asterisk indicates significant
difference in response to being relocated (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value>0.05).
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Each genotype showed significantly higher growth rates in the NR colonies in
comparison to the R colonies. Linear height growth rates (LGR) were significantly lower
for all genotypes when relocated (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df= 1, Genotype 10, pvalue= 0.023; Genotype 3, p-value < .0001; Genotype 8, p-value= 0.045; Genotype 9, pvalue=0.0057) (Figure 20A). Width growth rates (WGR) were also significantly lower
for all genotypes when relocated (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df= 1, Genotype 10, pvalue= 0.032; Genotype 3, p-value < .0001; Genotype 8, p-value= 0.011; Genotype 9, pvalue < .0001) (Figure 20B). All genotypes had lower branching frequencies (BF) for the
R colonies, and this difference was significant for three of the four genotypes
(Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df= 1, Genotype 10, p-value= 0.0003; Genotype 3, p-value=
0.06; Genotype 8, p-value < .0001; Genotype 9, p-value=0.038) (Figure 20C). Relocated
colonies LGR ranged between 3.78-7.57 cm/yr as compared to 6.02-9.67 cm/yr for the
NR colonies. The WGR for the R colonies ranged between 4.95-8.09 cm/yr while the NR
colonies ranged between 10.06-12.89 cm/yr. The BF for the R colonies ranged between
3.36- 8.58 branches/yr and 11.48-14.55 branches/yr for the NR colonies.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 20. Mean (± SE) growth rates for each genotype from Broward County. Graphs include A)
linear height growth rates B) width growth rates C) branching frequency. At each nursery,
relocated colonies were compared against the non-relocated colonies. Growth rates were
significantly different (as noted by the asterisk) in response to being relocated (Wilcoxin/KruskalWallis; df=3, p-value<0.05).
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Reaction Norm Analyses
Based on reaction norm analyses, linear height growth rates (LGR) are impacted
by the environment and the genotype, such that the relative rankings of linear height
growth for each genotype are always the same regardless of their location but the
absolute trait value is dependent on the environment and will fluctuate with
environmental changes (Figure 21a). For example, genotype 10 had the highest LGR in
both locations while also exhibiting the same general decline as the other genotypes in
response to being relocated. This demonstrates that the environment (i.e., relocation from
Broward to Monroe nursery) equally impacted all four genotypes in regards to LGR
while still retaining the same hierarchy.
The results differ for the width growth rates (WGR) (Figure 21b) and branching
frequencies (BF) (Figure 21c) in that there is evidence for genotype and environmental
interactions (GxE). WGR and BF decline for each genotype after being relocated in the
same way that was seen in the LGR; however, WGR and BF exhibit a GxE relationship.
In other words, certain genotypes are responding to two environments differently and as a
consequence are expressing a unique WGR and BF for each location. By using the BF of
genotype 8 as an example we see that this particular genotype is interacting with the
Broward environment in such a way that is resulting in the highest BF. Whereas, when
genotype 8 is relocated, to the Monroe environment, the response is the opposite,
resulting in the lowest BF. In Broward County, genotype 9 and 10 had almost identical
WGR; however, after being relocated to Monroe County, their WGR were no longer
similar. This further illustrates the GxE interactions and how certain genotypes will
respond differently under changing environments. Using the slope of each line, genotypes
can be ranked to measure the degree or sensitivity of the GxE interactions, in that a
greater slope indicates a genotype that is highly sensitive to environmental changes or in
this case, being relocated from Broward to Monroe. It can be concluded that the WGR of
genotype 9 (slope=y=7.59) and BF of genotype 8 (y=11.19) were the most sensitive to
being relocated from Broward to Monroe.
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Figure 21. Reaction norms analyses for Broward County colonies. Graphs include A) linear
height growth rates, B) width growth rates and C) branching frequency. Based on the reaction
norm analyses, linear height growth rates were affected by the genotype (G) and environment (E)
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without any GxE interactions. Width growth rates and branching frequency displayed GxE
interactions.

Zooxanthellae Density
Pooled zooxanthellae densities were significantly lower in the R colonies in
comparison to the NR colonies during both October 2012 (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df =
3, p-value < .0001) and March 2013 (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value = 0.0074)
sampling periods. Relocated colonies from the October sample had a mean (±SE) density
of 1.93x106±0.94 cells/cm2 while the NR colonies had a density of 5.78x106±1.12
cells/cm2. Zooxanthellae densities during the March sampling period were lower in
comparison to the first October sampling period for both groups. Relocated colonies from
the March sample had a mean (±SE) density of 1.84x106±0.53 cells/cm2 while the NR
corals had a density of 2.51x106±0.95 cells/cm2 (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Mean (± SE) zooxanthellae densities for Broward County colonies during October and
March sampling periods. Relocated colonies were compared against the non-relocated colonies.
Zooxanthellae densities were significantly lower (as noted by the asterisk) in response to being
relocated during both sampling periods (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value<0.05).

For each genotype, the R colonies had significantly lower zooxanthellae densities
during

the

October

sampling

period

in

comparison

to

the

NR

colonies

(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value < 0.05) (Figure 23A). In March, zooxanthellae
densities for R colonies were only significantly lower for genotypes 10 and 3
(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, Genotype 10, p-value = 0.0003; Genotype 3, p-value =
0.0246; Genotype 9, p-value = 0.745; Genotype 8, p-value = 0.067) (Figure 23B).
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Figure 23. Mean (± SE) zooxanthellae densities for each genotype from Broward County. Graphs
include A) Sample period 1 in October 2012 and B) sample period 2 in March 2013.
Zooxanthellae densities were significantly different (as noted by the asterisk) for every genotype
during the first sample period in October (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value<0.05) but
only genotypes 3 and 10 in March.

.22 Monroe County Corals (MonroeMonroe and MonroeBroward)
Survival

Monroe County colonies (n=91) had a survival rate of 92% over the 14 month
study period. Relocated colonies (n= 46) had a significantly higher mean (±SE) percent
survival (94±0.08%) in comparison to the NR colonies (n=45) (89±0.03%)
(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 2, p-value = 0.0018) (Figure 24). Significant differences
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were not detected between any of the R and NR genotypes (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df
= 2, p-value >0.05) (Figure 25). Genotype survival ranged from 68-100% for NR
colonies between 75-100% for R colonies. The nearly horizontal lines in the reaction
norm analyses further confirms that the individual genotypes were relatively unaffected

Survival (%)

by relocation (Figure 26).

100%

Monroe→ Monroe

95%

*

Monroe→ Broward

90%

85%

80%

Figure 24. Overall mean (± SE) percent survival Monroe County corals over 14 months. Colonies
from Monroe County were significantly different (as noted by the asterisk) in response to being
relocated (p=0.0018).
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Figure 25. Mean (± SE) percent survival for MonroeBroward genotypes U37 (n=12), U33
(n=10), M1 (n=12) and U23 (n=12) and the MonroeMonroe genotypes U37 (n=11), U33
(n=11), M1 (n=12) and U23 (n=11).
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Figure 26. Reaction norm analyses showing no environmental effects and only slight genotype
effects on the percent surviel of the NR and R Monroe County corals.

Growth
Relocated colonies had significantly higher mean (± SE) LGR (8.40±0.47 cm/yr)
(Figure 27A) in comparison to the NR colonies (4.50±0.50 cm/yr) (Wilcoxon/KruskalWallis; df = 3, p-value < .0001). Similarly, R colonies mean (± SE) WGR (12.44±0.52
cm/yr) (Figure 27B) and mean (±SE) BF (12.96±0.09 branches/year) (Figure 27C) were
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significantly higher in comparison to the means (±SE) for NR colonies (WGR=5.41±0.35
cm/yr; BF=5.50±0.05 branches/year) (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value ≤.0001).
A)

B)

C)

Figure 27. Overall mean (± SE) growth rates for Monroe County colonies. Graphs include A)
linear height growth rates B) width growth rates C) branching frequency. At each nursery,
relocated colonies were compared against the non-relocated colonies. Growth rates were
significantly different (as noted by the asterisk) in response to being relocated (Wilcoxin/KruskalWallis; df=3, p-value>0.05).
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For each genotype the R colonies had significantly higher growth rates in
comparison to NR colonies including the LGR (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df= 1,
Genotype M1, p-value< 0.0001; Genotype U23, p-value< 0.0001; Genotype U33, pvalue= 0.035; Genotype U37, p-value< 0.0001) (Figure 28A), WGR (Wilcoxon/KruskalWallis; df= 1, Genotype M1, p-value= 0.001; Genotype U23, p-value< .0001; Genotype
U33, p-value< 0.0001; Genotype U37, p-value< 0.0001) (Figure 28B). For each genotype
the R colonies also had greater branching frequencies than the NR colonies
(Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df= 1, Genotype M1, p-value= 0.0009; Genotype U23, pvalue= 0.0005; Genotype U33, p-value= 0.008; Genotype U37, p-value= 0.019) (Figure
28C). Relocated colonies LGR ranged between 6.63-9.77 cm/yr and 3.44-5.21 cm/yr for
the NR corals. The WGR for the R colonies ranged between 10.53-14.35 cm/yr while the
NR colonies ranged between 2.88-6.72 cm/yr. The BF for the R colonies ranged between
16.80-17.11 branches/yr and 2.33-8.35 branches/yr for the NR colonies.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 28. Mean (± SE) growth rates and SE for each genotype from Monroe County. Graphs
include A) linear height growth rates B) width growth rates C) branching frequency. At each
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nursery, relocated colonies were compared against the non-relocated colonies. Growth rates were
significantly different (as noted by the asterisk) in response to being relocated (Wilcoxin/KruskalWallis; df=3, p-value<0.05).

Reaction Norms
Based on reaction norm analysis, each growth parameter exhibits genotype and
environmental (GxE) interactions (Figure 29). This trend is illustrated by the reaction
norms, which cross for U37 WGR and U23 LGR, WGR and BF versus genotypes M1
and U33. This demonstrates that while the absolute traits of M1 and U33 were impacted
in response to being relocated, they were relatively insensitive to the changes in
comparison to the other genets. By comparing the slopes of the lines for each genotype, it
is evident that genotype U23 exhibited the greatest GxE interactions for all three growth
parameters. In other words, genotype U23 is most impacted and sensitive to the
environmental changes that occurred from being relocated from Broward to Monroe.
When looking at LGR, genotypes responded more similarly in Monroe County in
comparison to Broward County such that, the range of LGR was greater between the
genotypes in Broward County. Genotypes M1 and U33 exhibited much different WGR
when located in Monroe county but almost identical WGR when relocated to Broward
County.
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Figure 29. Reaction norms analyses for Monroe County colonies. Graphs include A) linear
growth rates, B) width growth rates and C) branching frequency. Based on the reaction norm
analyses, each growth parameter displayed GxE interactions.
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Zooxanthellae Density
Although mean pooled zooxanthellae densities were greater in the R colonies than
the NR colonies during October and March, the differences were not significant for either
October

(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis;

df

=

3,

p-value

=

0.1245)

or

March

(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value = 0.7032) (Figure 30). Relocated colonies
from the October sample had a mean (± SE) density of 2.80x106±1.55cells/cm2 while the
NR corals had a density of 2.21x106±1.22cells/cm2. Zooxanthellae densities during the
March sampling period were lower in comparison to the October sampling period.
Relocated colonies from the March sample had a mean (± SE) density of
1.58x106±0.79cells/cm2 while the NR colonies had a density of 1.28x106±0.98 cells/cm2.

Figure 30. Mean (± SE) zooxanthellae densities for Monroe County corals during October and
March sampling periods. Relocated colonies were compared against the non-relocated colonies.
Zooxanthellae densities were not significantly different in response to being relocated during
either sampling period (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value>0.05).

The R colonies for genotypes U37 and U33 had significantly greater
zooxanthellae densities during the October sampling period in comparison to the NR
colonies (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, Genotype U37, p-value = 0.0002; Genotype
U33, p-value = 0.0036; Genotype M1, p-value = 0.054; Genotype U23, p-value = 0.072)
(Figure 31A). During the March sampling period, R and NR colony zooxanthellae
densities

were

not

significantly

different

between

any

of

the

genotypes

(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value > 0.05) (Figure 31B).
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A)

B)

Figure 31. Mean (± SE) zooxanthellae densities for each genotype from Monroe County. Graphs
include A) Sample period 1 in October 2012 and B) sample period 2 in March 2013.
Zooxanthellae densities were significantly different (as noted by the asterisk) for genotypes U37
and U33 during the first sample period in October (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value<0.05)
and there were no significant differences between locations for any of the genotypes during
sampling period 2 in March.

Supporting Information
By visually comparing all four groups together, it can be easier to interpret
previously analyzed results. It is evident that survival was only impacted for the R
Monroe County colonies and that R Broward colonies remained unchanged. While
growth rates for each growth parameter declined for the R Broward County colonies and
increased for the R Monroe County colonies (Figure 32).
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Figure 32. Comprehensive comparison of the NR and R colonies from each sample group.

4.2 Comparing Within Nurseries
4.21 Broward County Nursery
Survival
There was no significant difference between the NR Broward County colonies
(98±0.02%) and the R Monroe County Colonies (94±0.08%) (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis;
df = 2, p-value = 0.675) (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Overall mean (± SE) percent survival of the colonies located in the Broward County
over 14 month study period. Relocated colonies from Monroe County nursery were not
significantly different from the non-relocated colonies in the Broward County nursery
(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value>0.05).

Growth
There was no significant difference (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value >
0.05) between the mean (±SE) NR Broward County colonies LGR (9.32±0.86) and the
mean R Monroe County colony LGR (8.40±0.47 cm/yr). Likewise, mean (±SE) NR
Broward County colony WGR (12.47±0.61 cm/yr) and BF (12.92±0.10 branches/year)
were not significantly different than the R Monroe County colony WGR (12.44±0.52)
and BF (12.96±0.09 branches/year) (Figure 34).

Figure 34. Overall mean (± SE) growth rates comparing the relocated colonies and non-relocated
colonies within Broward County nursery. All three growth rates were not significantly different
when comparing between the relocated and non-relocated colonies within the same nursery
(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value>0.05).
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4.22 Monroe County Nursery
Survival
The R Broward County Colonies (94±0.01%) had a significantly greater mean
survival

in

comparison

to

the

NR

Monroe

County

colonies

(89±0.03%)

(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 2, p-value = 0.675) (Figure 35).

Figure 35. Overall mean (± SE) percent survival of the colonies located in the Monroe County
over 14 month study period. Relocated colonies from Broward County nursery had significantly
higher survival compared to the non-relocated colonies in the Monroe County nursery
(Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value= 0.675).

Growth
There were no significant differences (Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis; df = 3, p-value
> 0.05) between the mean (±SE) NR Monroe County colonies LGR (4.50±0.45 cm/yr),
WGR (5.41±0.35 cm/yr), or BF (5.50±0.05 branches/year) in comparison to the R
Broward County colonies LGR (6.06±0.42 cm/yr), WGR (6.86±0.45 cm/yr) or BF
(5.77±0.06 branches/year) (Figure 36).
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Figure 36. Overall mean (± SE) growth rates comparing the relocated colonies and non-relocated
colonies within Monroe County nursery. Graph shows linear growth rates (LGR), width growth
rates (WGR) and branching frequency (BF). All three growth rates were not significantly
different when comparing between the relocated and non-relocated colonies within the same
nursery (Wilcoxin/Kruskal-Wallis; df=3, p-value>0.05).

4.3 Colony Condition
There were no records of disease, bleaching, or predation on any of the colonies
throughout the 14 month monitoring period. Although tissue mortality occurred,
monitoring events were not able to capture the exact cause of mortality.

4.4 Nursery Temperature
Mean Monthly Temperatures
Monroe County had slightly higher mean monthly temperatures for 13 of the 14
months during the study period. The Monroe nursery had a mean (±SE) monthly
temperature of 26.91±0.64°C, and the Broward County nursery had a temperature of
26.57±0.73°C. August had the highest monthly temperature for both nurseries, and the
Monroe nursery reached a maximum high of 30.06°C while the Broward nursery reached
29.6°C. March recorded the lowest temperatures for both nurseries with the Monroe
nursery at 23.2°C and the Broward nursery at 22.9°C (Figure 37).
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The greatest monthly temperature difference between the two nurseries took place
in November 2012 while the smallest difference was during July 2012. The monthly
temperature difference over the 14 month sample period was 0.52°C (Figure 38).

Figure 37. Mean (± SE) monthly temperatures at the Monroe County nursery (26.91±0.64°C) and
the Broward County nursery (26.57±0.73 °C).

Figure 38. Mean (±SE) monthly temperature differences between the Monroe and Broward
county nurseries.

Mean Daily Temperatures
Similar to the mean monthly temperatures, the mean daily temperatures between
the two nurseries were similar. The Monroe County nursery displayed slightly higher
daily temperatures over the course of the study with a mean (±SE) daily temperature of
27.01±0.86°C whereas the Broward County nursery averaged at 26.63±0.52°C. Both
nurseries reached their highest daily temperature in August and lowest in March. The
Monroe County nursery exhibited a daily temperature maximum of 30.79°C and a
minimum of 21.39°C while the Broward County nursery reached a maximum of 30.21°C
and a minimum of 22.2°C. For 71% of the total study period, the Broward County
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nursery exhibited lower daily temperatures compared to the Monroe County nursery
(Figure 39).

There were multiple occurrences with 1-2°C differences in daily temperatures
between the nurseries, thresholds that are known to alter coral health (Wiedenmann
2013). Periods of time with ≥1°C difference ranged between one and 11 days, averaging
a span of 5 days. Furthermore, 11 of the 14 total months (79% of the total study period)
contained some portion of the time with at least a 1°C difference between the two
nurseries (Figure 40).

Figure 39. Mean (±SE) daily temperatures at the Broward County nursery and the Monroe
County nursery the 1 month study period. Boxes are highlighting periods of ≥1°C temperature
differences between the two nursery locations.
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Figure 40. Mean (±SE) daily temperature differences between the Broward and Monroe County
nurseries. Boxes are highlighting periods of considerable temperature differences (>1°C) between
the two nurseries.

4.5 Light Intensity
Light intensity results include readings only for the first four days of logger
deployment. This was done to avoid light measurements that were affected by fouling on
the logger. Mean (±SE) light intensity was greater in the Monroe County nursery
regardless of the time of year (yearly average: Monroe County=2.47E+03±0.19E+03
Lux; Broward County=1.26E+03 Lux). There was a greater difference in light intensity
between the nurseries during the winter months (Figure 41).

Figure 41. Mean (±SE) light intensity comparison between the Monroe and Broward County
nursery during the summer and winter months (Monroe County=2.47E+03±0.19E+03 lux/yr;
Broward County=1.26E+03±0.21E+03 lux/yr).
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4.7 Precipitation
Records from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) online database showed that the Broward County location had higher mean
(±SE) rainfall over the entire study year (Broward County=5.18±1.6 in/yr; Monroe
County=4.08±1.2 in/yr) (Figure 42).

Figure 42. Mean (±SE) rainfall in Broward County (Fort Lauderdale, FL) and Monroe County
(Tavernier, FL) (Overall means: Broward County=5.18±1.6 in/yr; Monroe County=4.08±1.2
in/yr).
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5.0 DISCUSSION
The primary objective of this study was to determine if A. cervicornis could be
successfully relocated between geographically different coral nurseries in the Florida
Reef Tract (FRT). The high percent survival of the relocated colonies in combination
with the limited environmental effects on survival (from the reaction norm analysis)
suggest that colonies can be transplanted between geographically different nurseries
along the entire FRT. By doing so, restoration projects and nurseries will have a wider
variety of colonies and genotypes to outplant.
The significant differences between regions and the genotype-by-environment
interactions (GxE) (from the reaction norm analysis) seen in the growth rates indicate that
certain traits and genotypes in A. cervicornis are phenotypically plastic. This should be
considered during restoration efforts to account for variability in the phenotype responses
that are likely to occur across environmental gradients. In addition, the GxE interactions
provide preliminary evidence of environmental differences between the two regions.
Additional research is needed to investigate the regional differences that are driving the
variations in the phenotype responses.
Lastly, the GxE interactions suggest that colonies may have the ability to be more
resilient to environmental changes. Further research should investigate adaptive plasticity
in A. cervicornis in the context of anticipated climate changes. This research was the first
step in investigating the transplantation of A. cervicornis between two regions of the
FRT.
5.1 Restoration and Management
Acropora cervicornis is capable of being relocated across geographic regions of
the Florida Reef Tract. The high survivorship of the relocated colonies in combination
with the limited environmental effects determined from the reaction norm analysis of
survival, provide preliminary evidence suggesting that colonies may be relocated nearly
150 km between Monroe and Broward County. Relocated colonies exhibited equal or
greater survivorship in comparison to their NR counterparts. Unlike the Monroe County
colonies, the Broward County NR and R colonies did not have significantly different
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percent survival. Reaction norm analysis indicated that survival was not affected by the
environment (Broward versus Monroe). Because of the already high survival in Broward
County colonies, the colonies may have been healthy enough to where the survival was
not negatively impacted by the decline that occurred in the growth rates. Ayre (1985)
found similar results, where survival was high and not significantly different in the
reciprocally transplanted clonal sea anemone, Actinia tenebrosa. Santamarίa et al. (2003)
found comparable results with an aquatic plant species and determined that multiple
genets were successfully relocated along a latitudinal gradient within the species natural
range.
The vast majority of reciprocal transplant studies have detected genotype-byenvironment (GxE) interactions and significant differences in an array of phenotypic trait
responses as a response to changing environments. Ayre (1985) detected GxE
interactions that resulted in significantly lower asexual fecundity. Yanick et al. (2003)
conducted a reciprocal transplant experiment with zebra mussels that led to significantly
higher mortality and decreased growth rates in the relocated mussels. Todd et al. (2004)
found morphological differences between reciprocally transplanted clonal stony coral,
Favia speciosa. Each of these studies resulted in variable phenotype responses as a result
of GxE interactions and phenotypically plastic traits. Similarly, relocated colonies in this
study resulted in GxE interactions and genotypes exhibiting a suite of phenotypic
responses. Growth rates displayed the most significant and apparent GxE interactions and
plastic traits in response to being relocated. It is important to note, however, that growth
rates were still equivalent to previously recorded values from other studies (Shinn 1966;
Miller et al. 2002)
The degree of phenotypic plasticity and GxE interactions can vary between
conspecifics across regions, phenotypic traits, and genotypes. Several studies have
confirmed similar findings, with the conclusion that multiple variable factors may impact
the degree of phenotypic plasticity across regions or within a single population (Fischer
et al. 2003; Merila et al. 2004; Van Kleunen and Fischer 2005). Canalization, the degree
to which a population is capable of responding to the environment, is also strongly
correlated to an organisms phenotypic plasticity (Gateno and Rinkevich 2003).
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In the current study, the slopes indicated that the growth rates in Monroe County
(MC) genotypes were slightly more plastic in comparison to the Broward County (BC)
genotypes. Branching frequency and width growth rates were the most plastic traits in
comparison to the linear growth rates for both Broward and Monroe County colonies.
Decker et al. (2003) found similar results in the copepod Acartia tonsa. The copepods
from one region exhibited highly plastic migratory responses to hypoxic environments
while copepods from a different region displayed far less plasticity. Sherman and Ayre
(2008) also found traits that exhibited more plasticity in comparison to the others. Their
study determined that asexual fecundity was a significantly more plastic trait in
comparison to the growth rates of a clonal sea anemone. Genotypes 8 (BC) and U23
(MC) were the most plastic genotypes, while genotypes 10 (BC) and M1 (MC) were the
least plastic genotypes across all three growth parameters. Barshis et al. (2010) detected
similar results in the plasticity of protein expressions in Porites lobata between different
genotypes. While there were differences in the relative values between genotypes, the
absolute values followed the same overall pattern of increased growth rates in Broward
County and a decline in growth rates in Monroe County.
Many of these measured phenotypic traits are directly correlated to species fitness
level (Merila et al. 2004; Van Kleunen and Fischer 2005). Understanding the traits that
will be expressed by a genotype over a gradient of environments is vital for effective
restoration strategies, and consideration should be given before efforts are implemented.
For instance, this study showed genotype 8 as having the highest branching frequency
value when located in Broward County; however, when located in Monroe County,
genotype 8 has the lowest branching frequency. Although relocating corals did not affect
their survivorship, the plastic response is important to know in order to maximize growth
rates and associated restoration efforts.
In addition, GxE interactions in the reaction norm analysis suggest differences
between environments. Van Kleunen and Fischer (2005) explain that GxE interactions
can occur between environments only meters apart. Because of this, it is not surprising
that GxE interactions were observed during this study, suggesting regional environmental
differences between the two locations. Width growth and branching frequencies appeared
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to have the most GxE interactions in both locations. This may be a result of traits that are
highly influenced from environmental conditions. Additional research is needed to
investigate the regional differences that are driving the variations in the phenotype
responses. This will assist with developing better predictions of the species response
when designing restoration projects across environments.
Overall, values for growth rates were significantly different in the relocated
colonies for each genotype despite the relative differences in the growth rates between
genotypes. Even so, the growth rates of the relocated colonies were always equal or
greater than the colonies originally found in that nursery. Similar trends were seen in the
zooxanthellae density; however, significant differences were not seen for every group
during each collection period.
Additionally, consideration should be employed when introducing genotypes to
locations where they were previously non-existent. McKay et al. (2005) discussed
restoration of plant populations and the concern of introducing novel genotypes. If a
population is locally adapted, introduced non-local genotypes may actually reduce fitness
levels in the population. Based on the results of this study and previous genetic studies
(Baums 2010), this topic seems of little concern for the FRT. None-the-less, if similar
research is to be considered elsewhere, investigating the presence of potential local
adaptation would be necessary to avoid any adverse effects.
In conclusion, there is supporting evidence that A. cervicornis can be relocated
and potentially outplanted for restoration purposes throughout the FRT. In doing so,
collaborative restoration efforts could be established between coral nurseries along the
entire FRT. It has been suggested that restoring populations is most efficient when
utilizing multiple genotypes (Baums 2008, 2010). This is particularly important for the
restoration of A. cervicornis due to the already limited sexual recruitment and
connectivity (Griffin et al. 2012). Having the ability to relocate and outplant corals
throughout the entire FRT will increase the amount of available genotypes and provide
another tool for restoration efforts.
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Highly plastic traits of A. cervicornis suggest the need for additional research and
caution when relocating corals to differing environments. While it is often assumed,
plastic traits are not always adaptive or advantageous. For instance, Donohue et al. (2000)
and Steinger et al. (2002) found a decline in seed production in plants with genotypes that
contained highly plastic and seemingly advantageous traits. Van Kleunen and Fischer
(2005) described the situation of an epiphenotype, in which the trait expressed as a result
of plastic development is weaker than one that is integrated during earlier development.
While phenotypically plastic traits can indicate an adaptive response to environmental
changes, there are often associated underlying constraints, costs, and limitations that have
yet to be rigorously tested in marine invertebrates (Van Kleunen and Fischer 2005).
As coral reefs are predicted to face detrimental global changes, additional
measures have been considered to preserve the rapidly declining coral reef ecosystems.
One suggested method, known as assisted migration, discusses the possibility of
relocating corals across geographic regions (Coles and Riegl 2013). The extent and
consequences of such suggestions remain highly theoretical and largely unexplored;
however, a continuation of dramatic coral decline coupled with the predicted climate
changes, may not permit additional options to preserve coral reefs. The current study
provides preliminary evidence suggesting that assisted migration and relocating A.
cervicornis across regions may be a viable option to consider when creating a recovery
plan in the face of extinction.

5.2 Regional Variability and Ecological Implications
Region specific biological responses were found during my study suggesting local
environmental interactions. This is supported by the reaction norm analysis which shows
GxE interactions and environmental effects on the expressed phenotypic trait in each of
the measured growth parameters at both site locations. Acropora cervicornis contains the
ability to express a variety of phenotypic responses in a single generational time scale in
response to being relocated to differing regions along the FRT. The ability of an
organism to respond to environmental gradients is not unusual and has been extensively
documented (Falconer 1952; Bradshaw 1965; Sultan 1987; Scheiner 1989; Pigliucci
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2001; Sotka 2005; Shaish et al. 2007; Guest et al. 2012). Kawaguti (1937) was the first to
demonstrate plastic capabilities in the growth of Acropora spp. through a series of light
experiments where light was a primary factor impacting growth characteristics. Still,
there is little known about the associated costs, tradeoffs, limitations, and constraints of
phenotypic traits. While there is some evidence that these parameters exist, there is still
no understanding of a controlling mechanism (Van Kleunen and Fischer 2005).
Understanding reaction norms to determine how a tested set of individuals and
genotypes will typically respond to changing conditions has been of particular interest in
light of projected environmental fluctuations and climate change (Stearns 1992;
Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998; Todd 2008). In this study, survival was not impacted by
environmental changes (no GxE). This may be attributed to a number of explanations: 1)
survival responses are constrained by the limits of phenotypic plasticity, 2) survival is a
highly canalized trait, or 3) the environmental parameters between the two sites were not
different enough to elicit a response. It seems likely that survival is not a highly plastic
trait since a negative response would directly result in a decline in fitness thus selection
would not have favored the phenotypic plasticity of survival. Furthermore, although sites
are relatively far apart in terms of reciprocal transplant studies, on a latitudinal scale, the
sites are relatively close. Thus, environment gradients may not be strong enough to elicit
a response in survival. Reciprocal transplant studies that result in drastic changes in
survival are often a result of locally adapted genotypes or environmental conditions
beyond the threshold of the organism (Yanick et al. 2003). In this study, the genotypes
from both locations do not display responses indicating local adaptation.
In contrast, each growth parameters displayed phenotypically plastic traits and
GxE interactions (with the exception of Broward County LGR that displayed plastic traits
but not GxE). Variations in the phenotypic plasticity was evident between Monroe and
Broward County colonies, particular growth traits and specific genotypes. For instance,
based on the slopes, genotypes from Monroe County proved to be slightly more plastic in
comparison to Broward County genotypes. This may be an indication of a more
heterozygous environment in Monroe County which is thought to increase plasticity.
Additionally, branching frequency and width growth rates were more plastic traits in
comparison to linear growth rates. This is not overly surprising since previous studies
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have indicated the sensitivity of these growth parameters to acute environmental changes
(Forrester et al. 2012). This information may be correlated with additional parameters,
such as fecundity and coral condition, to determine the overall fitness levels of the
colony. Lastly, certain genotypes were more plastic in comparison to others such that the
relative trait values differ between the genotypes even though the absolute values follow
the same trends. For instance, the branching frequency of Broward colonies declined for
each genotype; however, in Broward County, genotype 8 had the highest value, but in
Monroe County, it had the lowest value. This indicates a GxE interaction and that, in this
particular case, genotype 8 had the most plastic branching frequency, or was the most
sensitive genotype, to any environmental changes that occurred as a result of relocation.
Understanding the reaction norms and plastic traits in a species or population may
be useful when attempting to predict the responses that may occur from projected climate
changes. For instance, knowing that genotypes 8 is the most plastic genotype in Broward
County and genotype 10 is the least plastic, you can begin to estimate a population’s
potential capacity for resiliency using the abundance of each genotype in a population
and the likelihood that a particular genotype will persist over another (McKay et al.
2005). Additionally, models can be generated to predict the genetic structure of a
population following environmental changes (Van Kleunen and Fischer 2005).
Plasticity is closely associated with the ability of an organism to acclimate to
changing environments, and in many instances plasticity can be adaptive (Pigliucci
2005). When GxE interactions occur, plasticity itself can evolve (Fischer et al. 2003).
The presence of plasticity in the growth rates throughout this study suggest that colonies
may be able to acclimate to changing environmental conditions as seen in this study. The
GxE interactions indicate that there may be selection for phenotypic traits if they are
relative to higher fitness levels (Fischer et al. 2003).
Even so, plasticity of a trait does not necessarily imply that it is adaptive or
advantageous. In order to fully understand the plastic traits observed in this study,
additional research needs to investigate the relative fitness levels associated with the
reaction norm results. In addition, further research will need to investigate costs of
plasticity and constraints within this particular population. By doing so, any
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advantageous or adaptive benefits from the observed plastic traits can be determined and
used to predict responses to environmental changes.
In addition to the reaction norm analysis, the significant differences in the mean
growth rates and zooxanthellae densities between Broward County and Monroe County
suggest that there are environmental differences between these regions. Environments
(Broward and Monroe County) were chosen strictly due to their geographic positioning.
Because of this, the specific environmental differences that are driving the observed
plastic responses and significantly different growth rates and zooxanthellae densities
remain unknown. Regardless, it is evident that the environment in the Broward County
nursery promotes increased growth rates and zooxanthellae densities; however, the
question remains as to the mechanisms that are driving these potentially advantageous
plastic responses for the A. cervicornis corals in Broward County.
Ecological processes have been found to be highly variable across a magnitude of
spatial scales. Extrapolation of data across large landscapes often leads to a
misunderstanding of localized, region-based processes that may be occurring in
conspecifics between locations (Murdoch and Aronson 1999). It is evident that
environmental differences exist between the Broward County nursery and the Monroe
County nursery.
Higher levels of fitness can be correlated with growth rates and zooxanthellae
densities (Shaish et al. 2007; Wiedenmann 2013). Survival and fecundity are positively
correlated to the size and growth rates of A. cervicornis (Shaish et al. 2007). Higher
growth rates and larger colonies typically have a greater chance of survival, reproduction
and overall fitness of the colony. While not as clear, increased zooxanthellae densities, to
a certain degree, are also thought to be positively correlated with survival and colony
health (Wiedenmann 2013). Colonies relocated to the Broward County nursery exhibited
characteristics that previously have been correlated to high levels of fitness, such as
increased growth rates and higher densities of zooxanthellae while colonies relocated to
the Monroe County nursery displayed characteristics often associated with decreased
fitness levels. Colonies that originated or were relocated to the Broward County nursery
performed better in comparison to those originating or relocated to the Monroe County
nursery. Colonies in the Broward nursery exhibited the highest survivorship, greatest
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growth rates, and greatest zooxanthellae densities. Forrester et al. (2012) determined that
transplanted colonies displayed home-site advantages in that growth rates decreased for
transplants away from their region of origin. The current study showed mixed results
where colonies from Broward County exhibited a home-site advantage whereas colonies
from Monroe County had a greater performance away from their home-site.
While Acropora populations are currently declining, isolated pockets of high
density patches still persist in various parts of the Caribbean (Vargas-Angel et al. 2003,
2006; Riegl et al. 2009; Lidz 2012; Walker et al. 2012). This suggests that A. cervicornis
populations may be more resistant or resilient in some regions. Result from this study
indicate that A. cervicornis colonies perform better in Broward County. These results
may have implications for the naturally occurring high density patches offshore Broward
County that were documented by Vargas-Angel et al. (2003). Recent surveys conducted
in the nearshore environments along the Broward County coast found Acropora
cervicornis in high abundance throughout an array of substratum (D’Antonio 2013,
Walker et al. 2012). While mapping potential habitat for acroporids along the FRT, Wirt
et al. (2013) also acknowledged thriving A. cervicornis is unique to the Broward County
region. This is in contrast to the Florida Keys portion of the FRT, where A. cervicornis is
only moderately abundant in a more solitary, single colony fashion (Miller et al. 2011).
Species in marginal habitats along environmental gradients have exhibited heightened
evolutionary activity with unique phenotypic traits (Smith et al. 2001; Kark et al. 2007;
Beatty et al. 2008; Kawecki 2008; Berger et al. 2013; Coles and Riegl 2013). Although it
is highly speculative, it may be possible that the Broward County region serves as a
refuge permitting more resilient A. cervicornis populations in comparison to other regions
of the FRT.

5.3 Regional Abiotic Mechanisms
Identifying the mechanism that enhances A. cervicornis’ growth and survival in
Broward county is beyond the scope of this study; however, abiotic physical parameters
both global and local are essential factors contributing to the physiological responses of
A. cervicornis to the local environment (Dodge et al., 1977; Lough and Barnes 2000;
Chilcoat 2004; Manzello 2007; Van Woesik 2009; Hughes et al. 2010; Hoogenboom et
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al. 2011; Wild et al. 2011; Wiedenmann 2013). Because the Broward County nursery is
in such close proximity to coastal development and urbanization, it is likely that this
nursery receives a larger magnitude of associated anthropogenic influences. Furthermore,
the Broward County region is considered a high-latitude, marginal habitat for coral reefs,
thus making this location of particular interest. As a marginal habitat located in a highly
urbanized area, it could be predicted that colonies in Broward County should have
performed at lower levels (decreased survival, growth, and zooxanthellae densities) in
comparison to the less impacted Monroe County nursery. However, the opposite is true in
that the colonies in Broward County nursery had greater survivorship, growth rates, and
zooxanthellae densities. While survivorship was high across all four groups, significant
differences in growth rates and zooxanthellae densities indicate that the environmental
characteristics of Broward County may be advantageous to the success of A. cervicornis.

5.31 Temperature
During this study, water temperature at both nurseries followed similar temporal
trends; however, the Monroe County nursery was consistently warmer throughout the
study period. Higher water temperatures are often associated with increased linear
extension and a decrease in zooxanthellae densities in corals (Glynn 1993; Fitt et al.
2000; Berkelmans 2002; Lirman et al. 2011). Average water temperatures were very
similar throughout the study. The similarity in average water temperatures make it
unlikely to be the primary factor, but rather a contributor, to the differences in growth
rates and zooxanthellae densities between the two nurseries.
Monroe County nursery experienced both the warmest and coolest water
temperatures during the study. While temperatures never went above or below typical
temperature thresholds, there were several occasions where the nurseries showed
differences in water temperatures between the two nurseries. On numerous occasions,
temperature differences of 1-2°C were recorded between the two nurseries. What appears
to be an insignificant change in temperature may actually result in complete bleaching
and resulting mortality (Seebacher et al. 2012). The 1-2°C temperature differences were
short-lived, but repetitive, lasting only hours or few days at a time. Increased attention
has focused on the frequency and severity of extreme temperature events and the stability
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of water temperatures over time (Manzello et al. 2007, Van Woesik 1999). Temperatures
were more stable, showing fewer fluctuations in temperatures over weeks and months in
the Broward County nursery in comparison to Monroe County nursery. Temperature
fluctuations in Monroe County nursery may have produced additive stress, thus limiting
energy resources for growth and the production of zooxanthellae.
Lastly, A. cervicornis thrives in temperatures between 26-29°C (Gladelfter 1984).
There were numerous occasions throughout the study where temperatures were outside of
these ranges. Even so, the average temperatures recorded during this study were similar
to previous average temperatures recorded throughout these regions (NSUOC/CRF
unpublished data). Because of this, colonies were rarely exposed to temperatures beyond
their typical thresholds.

5.32 Light Intensity
Light intensity (solar irradiance) is a major contributor to coral condition, growth,
and zooxanthellae densities (Wiedenmann 2013). The Monroe County nursery
experienced substantially higher levels of light intensity during the entire study, which
may have contributed to corals having lower zooxanthellae densities and growth rates in
Monroe County. Zooxanthellae densities within the same species has been directly
correlated with skeletal growth rates (Wiedenmann 2013). The results of this study are
supported by Torres et al. (2007 and 2008) that found reductions in A. cervicornis
zooxanthellae densities and skeletal growth due to increases in solar irradiance. In
addition, pigment and color change were determined to be a result of changes in
zooxanthellae density (and other potential factors including pigment concentration)
suggesting that Acropora cervicornis is able to photo-acclimate to differences in light
intensity (Gladfelter 1983; Rosenberg and Loya 2004; Angelo et al. 2012). The results of
the current study indicate the same in that relocated colonies were visually distinct from
the corals that originated in that nursery. Relocated colonies from both nurseries were
noticeably different pigments. The colonies in Monroe County were lighter with a more
pale yellow color, whereas colonies from the Broward County nursery were of a much
darker shade of burnt orange and brown. Relocated colonies were visually different from
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native corals for almost six months. At the end of the study period, corals were visually
indistinguishable.

5.33 Water Quality
Broward County consistently received more rainfall during the study period. The
annual amount of rainfall can be directly related to water quality and is often correlated
with nutrient and sewage runoff, sediment loading, and turbidity (Hunter and Evans
1995). Relative differences in water quality occur between geographical regions and
counties along the FRT (Gilliam 2011). While nutrient levels in both the southeast and
Florida Keys portions of the FRT were determined to be relatively low, nutrient
concentrations, including nitrate and phosphorous, were much higher throughout the
northern portions of the FRT (Boyer et al. 2010). Wiedenmann et al. (2012) explained
that corals can survive, and often thrive, in high nutrient environments because increased
nutrients induce accelerated growth via the rapid replication of zooxanthellae. Additional
research has shown a direct correlation between the distance to land and nutrient
enrichment (Lapointe and Clark 1992; Fabricius 2005; Lirman and Fong 2007). The
Broward nursery is in close proximity to the coast (<1 km) where the Monroe nursery is
much further offshore (>3km). Research supports that Broward County is impacted by
more nutrient enrichment then the upper regions of Monroe County (Boyer et al. 2010;
Gilliam 2011). Increased growth and zooxanthellae densities support the suggestion that
Broward County is, in fact, receiving more nutrients through terrestrial runoff in
comparison to Monroe County.

5.34 Hydrodynamics
Todd (2008) and Boyer et al. (2010) concluded water movement and turbidity as
being two of the most important determinants of local coral health. Both of these factors
are known to be highly correlated to growth and overall changes in the physiology of the
coral. The unprotected coasts of Broward County expose the reef systems, including the
nearshore habitat, to storm related wave energy in addition to the forces of the Florida
Current, a branch of the northward flowing Gulf Stream (Banks et al. 2007). As a result,
Broward County experiences potentially increased wave action and turbidity (Riegl and
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Gilliam 2013) compared to much of the Keys, which may be more protected from storm
events and the prevailing currents of the Gulf Stream (Krukzynski 1999). Specifically,
the Monroe County nursery is situated inside the reef, providing significant wave breaks,
while the Broward County nursery is directly impacted by predominant north-south
current. The presumably stronger currents and associated flow throughout this northern
FRT region may be a contributing factor to greater growth rates that were seen in
Broward County during this study. However, Harriott (1998) found that corals living in
high-energy sites exhibited less linear extension compared to cohorts living in protected
sites. Regardless, known differences in wave action between the two nursery locations
cannot be ruled out as a possible agent contributing to the varied physiological responses.
In some instances, locations with greater wave energy often contain more plankton in the
water column due to increased deep and shallow water mixing and oxygen production.
Therefore, locations with less water movement may result in lower food availability,
where corals rely less on heterotropy that, in turn, impacts growth rates and zooxanthellae
densities.
The Broward County nursery is highly influenced by nearshore currents and wind
activity which, in turn, create a consistently turbid environment in comparison to the
Monroe County nursery. While turbidity in Monroe County is much less, this location
contains low density carbonate sediments that are relatively fine and easily suspended in
comparison to the heavier and course sediments in Broward County. The lighter and
more easily suspended particles have been observed on the colonies located in Monroe
County during this study. Although these occurrences appear to be short-lived, negative
correlations depicting decreased coral growth rates with increased sedimentation have
been well proven and should be considered (Dodge 1977; Fiechter 2008). More recent
research has found fine particle sizes to be more detrimental to overall coral health
(Flores et al. 2012).

5.4 Future Research and Management Recommendations
It is evident that restoration efforts along the FRT should consider establishing
collaborative objectives in order to adequately restore ecosystem function and
populations of A. cervicornis throughout the tract. This should involve 1) sharing coral
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product between all nurseries along the FRT, 2) utilizing all of the available genotypes
across the entire FRT for restoration efforts in order to promote successful sexual
fertilization and sustainable A. cervicornis populations, and 3) creating restoration
objectives that span the entire FRT to enhance connectivity. By achieving all of these, it
can be predicted that sexual fertilization should increase through increased genetic
diversity and higher densities of coral colonies. Furthermore, by having coral product in
multiple locations of the FRT, the nurseries will serve as genetic repositories in case of a
localized event such as a hurricane or temperature anomaly (Schopmeyer 2011). This will
ensure that reserves of specific genotypes will be available in the event that a detrimental
event was to occur in a certain location.
Colonies from both regions appear to have highly plastic traits that are a result of
genotype-by-environment interactions. Reaction norm analysis supports the findings of
strong environmental impacts on the response of the colonies and, in some instances,
genetic and environmental interactions between regions. In addition, the resulting GxE
interactions suggest that plasticity itself can evolve (Fischer et al. 2003). This information
may useful in predicting and modeling the responses of theses populations to projected
environmental changes. However, additional work is necessary before drawing
conclusions in regards to the beneficial or adaptive properties of the phenotypically
plastic traits.
Recent studies have suggested natural latitudinal range expansion in a variety of
taxa due to climate changes (Field et al. 1993; Precht and Aronson 2004; Greenstein and
Pandolfi 2008; Greer et al. 2009; Yamano et al. 2011; Baird et al. 2012). As a highlatitude reef system and the northern boundary of Acropora species natural range,
Broward County has been suggested to be a refuge site for northern migration (Riegl et
al. 2009; Wirt 2013). This study provides preliminary evidence that corals from southern
regions of the FRT are capable of surviving in the conditions of the northern region of the
FRT and that the genotypes from Monroe County would be able to survive in Broward
County. This study further promotes the possibility of Broward County serving as a
refuge location for A. cervicornis along the FRT. Currently the entire Florida Keys
portion of the FRT is protected through the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary;
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however, no regional management or management plan exists throughout the north
region of the FRT. Due to the unusually high abundance and densities of the currently
threatened coral species, A. cervicornis, further management efforts should be established
for the Broward County region.
In conclusion, coral nurseries in differing regions should now begin to consider
exchanging coral product with other nurseries. In addition, future research should
conduct reciprocal transports across larger regions spanning the entire FRT. Because this
study took place in a coral nursery, further investigation should examine the response of
the relocated corals when outplanted to the natural reef environment. Finally, further
research is necessary to determine small-scale regional differences that are contributing
to the variations in the biological responses and population dynamics of A. cervicornis
along the FRT. These findings could aid in identifying regions that may represent more
resistant or resilient A. cervicornis populations. Due to the increasingly rare high
densities of A. cervicornis, the Broward County populations should be considered for
localized protection and conservation efforts.
5.5 Final Conclusions
While many reciprocal transplant studies have been conducted, few studies have
investigated the ability to transplant across geographic regions greater than 100 km. This
study is the first known case in the Caribbean to relocate a coral species between
geographic regions spanning greater than 100 km. This research expanded our current
knowledge on the capabilities and boundaries of coral nurseries and restoration efforts.
This study was able to provide evidence for the first time as to whether A. cervicornis
colonies can successfully survive when relocated to nursery locations outside of their
originating geographic region.
By accomplishing these objectives, this study was able to further promote unified
restoration objectives and further collaborative efforts amongst the coral nurseries of the
FRT; provide the ability to utilize an array of genotypes for restoration purposes across
the entire FRT; and provide better understanding of the biological responses of the A.
cervicornis species and environmental differences that may exist across regions of the
FRT. In summary, the conclusions of this study are:
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1) Relocated colony survival was high which provides support for exchanging colonies
between nurseries, which would greatly benefit collaborative restoration efforts across
the entire FRT.
2) Acropora cervicornis exhibits phenotypically plastic traits that may be beneficial for
coral growth in response to being relocated between the Broward County nursery and
Monroe County nursery. When relocated, growth rates and zooxanthellae densities
exhibit plastic responses that may be beneficial to surviving in a new environment.
3) Acropora cervicornis growth rates and zooxanthellae densities appear to increase
when located in the Broward County nursery suggesting that environmental conditions
are favorable for growth and zooxanthellae densities in this region. Further research is
necessary to determine what parameters in Broward County are causing the increases.
4) Variability in local environmental conditions should be investigated when attempting
to understand differences seen in A. cervicornis populations. By fine-tuning our
understanding of regional differences in A. cervicornis populations, we may be able to
predict and identify regions that may more resistant or resilient to future environmental
changes.
5) The mechanisms controlling the observed phenotypically plastic responses should be
further investigated. This information, in combination with regional environmental data,
will be essential in understanding the evolutionary role of plasticity throughout these
populations.
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